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Gaining greater equality has a set of particular positive effects on a society that we can call “the equality effect.” Greater
economic equality makes us all less stupid, more tolerant, less fearful, and more satisfied with life. Greater economic
equality may bring even greater benefits than that.
The Equality Effect
The equality effect is an international network of human rights advocates (including grass roots community members,
artists, musicians, film makers, health care workers, journalists, lawyers, teachers, students, judges and Parliamentarians)
working collaboratively to improve the lives of women and girls by using existing human rights law to achieve concrete
change.
The Equality Effect – Human Rights for Girls & Women in Africa
Greater economic equality is beneficial to all people in all societies, both for the rich and the poor - and the rest The
Equality Effect is almost magical. In more equal countries, human beings are generally happier and healthier, there is less
crime, more creativity and higher educational attainment.
Equality Effect, The: Amazon.co.uk: Danny Dorling ...
Greater economic equality is beneficial to all people in all societies, both for the rich and the poor - and the rest. The
Equality Effect is almost magical. In more equal countries, human beings are generally happier and healthier, there is less
crime, more creativity and higher educational attainment.
Home Page | The Equality Effect - Danny Dorling
Gaining greater equality has a set of particular positive effects on a society; we can call this ‘the equality effect’. Greater
economic equality makes us all less stupid, less fearful and more satisfied with life. It may bring even greater benefits than
that.
The Equality Effect | New Internationalist
In The Equality Effect: Improving Life for Everyone, Danny Dorling delivers evidence that more equal countries enjoy better
outcomes, with their populations being happier, healthier and more creative, producing less waste and committing fewer
crimes.
Book Review: The Equality Effect: Improving Life for ...
The equality effect creates innovative and original interdisciplinary strategic plans to enforce existing human rights law and
achieve social justice for women and girls – this will mean that women and girls can live lives free of violence, free to make
their own decisions, for example when to get married, who to marry, etc., and to live lives in which they can choose any
occupation they wish, e.g. business, medicine, farming, teaching, politics.
What we do – The Equality Effect
An introduction to the Equality Act 2010 A new Equality Act came into force on 1 October 2010. It brings together over 116
separate pieces of legislation into one single Act. The Act provides a legal framework to protect the rights of individuals and
advance equality of opportunity for all.
What is the Equality Act? | Equality and Human Rights ...
Trust, Participation, Attitudes and Happiness Inequality affects how you see those around you and your level of happiness.
People in less equal societies are less likely to trust each other, less likely to engage in social or civic participation, and less
likely to say they're happy.
Impacts | The Equality Trust
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Overview The Equality Act 2010 legally protects people from discrimination in the workplace and in wider society. It
replaced previous anti-discrimination laws with a single Act, making the law...
Equality Act 2010: guidance - GOV.UK
1. The Equality Act streamlines and harmonises the law on discrimination and equality, brining together over 100 pieces of
legislation. 2. It protects more groups against discrminiation and those who care for or are associated with them. 3.
Organisations have to tackle disadvantage and improve the balance where a group is represented. 4.
How the Equality Act affects you | Nursing Times
The Equality Act 2010 prohibits all employers, service providers and providers of education, from discriminating against,
harassing or victimising individuals with protected characteristics. Unlawful discrimination would be things like: refusing to
admit a child to as school as a pupil because of their race
Understanding equality | Equality and Human Rights Commission
Individuals have significant protection from unlawful discrimination on the part of public sector service providers. Under the
Equality Act 2010, public sector service providers are prohibited from discriminating against, harassing or victimising
protected classes of people. The public sector is also subject to a general ‘equality duty’.
How does the Equality Act and the Equality Duty Affect the ...
1.2 Describe the effects of discrimination (Level 3 Diploma in Adult Care, Promote equality and inclusion in care settings)
Discrimination can have several negative effects on the victim, their family, the workplace, the wider community and the
perpetrator.
Describe the effects of discrimination – ANSWERS FOR ...
The Equality Act 2010 (EqA 2010) prohibits businesses who provide services to the public (for payment or not) from
discriminating against, harassing and victimising certain classes of persons. The Act also places an obligation on such
businesses (referred to as ‘service providers’) to make reasonable adjustments for disabled people.
How does the Equality Act 2010 Affect Businesses - InBrief ...
The Equality Act 2010 is a wide-ranging law that brings together nine individual pieces of legislation. The purpose of the Act
is to make it more difficult for employers and other organisations to discriminate on a number of different grounds.
Equality Act 2010: how it affects UK businesses and employers
Gender wars Over the past decade, gender equality has been an increasingly live issue for the Army. This culminated in
2018 with the restriction being lifted on women serving in front-line infantry and special forces close-combat roles.
Previously, the exclusion of women came down to two issues of operational effectiveness.
Equality and the Army | National Army Museum
The Equality Act would force hospitals and insurers to provide and pay for these therapies against any moral or medical
objections. It would politicize medicine by forcing professionals to act...

The Equality Effect is almost magical. In more equal countries, human beings are generally happier and healthier, there is
less crime, more creativity and higher educational attainment. Danny Dorling delivers all evidence that is now so
overwhelming that it should be changing politics and society all over the world. For the past four decades, many countries,
including the US and the UK, have chosen the path to greater inequality on the assumption that there is no alternative. Yet
even under globalization, other nations continue to take a different road. The time will come when The Equality Effect will
be as readily accepted as women voting or former colonies gaining independence—and it will come very soon. From one of
the world's top social scientists comes a compelling argument for public policy to prioritize equality, fully-evidenced with
statistics and sprinkled with black and white illustrations. Most importantly, he demonstrates where greater equality is
currently to be found, and how we can set The Equality Effect in motion everywhere. Danny Dorling is a social geographer
and the Halford Mackinder Professor of Geography at the University of Oxford. His work concerns issues of housing, health,
employment, education and poverty. He has written extensively about the widening gap between rich and poor and his
work regularly appears in the media.He is author The No-Nonsense Guide to Equality; The Atlas of the Real World; Unequal
Health; Inequality and the 1%, and Injustice: Why social inequalities persist. His views are often sought by policy makers.
It is common knowledge that, in rich societies, the poor have worse health and suffer more from almost every social
problem. This book explains why inequality is the most serious problem societies face today.

Gender Equality, the fifth UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG 5), aims for the elimination of all forms of discrimination
against women and girls. It thereby addresses all forms of violence, unpaid and unacknowledged care and domestic work,
as well as the need for equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision-making in political, economic and public
life. Thus, the areas in which changes with regard to gender equality on a global scale are needed are very broad. In this
volume, we focus on three main areas of inquiry, 'Sexuality', 'Politics of Difference' and 'Care, Work and Family', and raise
the following transversal questions: How can gender be addressed in an intersectional perspective, linking gender to further
categories of difference, which are involved in discrimination? In which ways are binary notions of gender taking part in
inequality regimes and by which means can these binaries be questioned? How can we measure, control and portray
progress with regard to gender equality and how do we, in doing so, define gender? Which multi-, inter- or transdisciplinary
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perspectives are needed for understanding the diversity of gender, in order to support a transition to 'gender equality'?
Transitioning to Gender Equality is part of MDPI's new Open Access book series Transitioning to Sustainability. With this
series, MDPI pursues environmentally and socially relevant research which contributes to efforts toward a sustainable world.
Transitioning to Sustainability aims to add to the conversation about regional and global sustainable development
according to the 17 SDGs. Set to be published in 2020/2021, the book series is intended to reach beyond disciplinary, even
academic boundaries. MDPI supports the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. For use of the SDG logos and
design, please see the according Guidelines for the use of the SDG logo, color wheel, and 17 icons.

In this timely book William Ryan, author of Blaming the Victim, analyzes how and why the "vulnerable majority" of
Americans, though "created equal," lives under the permanent and shaming threat of inequality. While noting that we
formally exalt equality in such documents as the Declaration of Independence and even in everyday expressions about fair
play, equal opportunity, and the common good, Ryan graphically shows how we nevertheless "play the game" in various
spheres of public life by rules that divide people into winners and losers, superior and inferior rules that, in short,
institutionalize inequality. A critique of this inhospitable system of beliefs, Equality also suggests that the foundations of
true equality are not alien to the American tradition.
"Economics is the queen of the social sciences, and economists are among the most prominent of experts in Washington.
No other discipline has its own office in the White House, is as visible in the New York Times, or as frequently mentioned in
the Congressional Record. Yet at the same time, the limits on economists' influence are quite clear. Their advice is often
ignored until it is politically convenient, and as the current moment shows, politicians can cut experts out of the loop
entirely. The sharp contrast between economists' overwhelming support for pricing carbon emissions and the complete lack
of federal climate action provides a particularly keen demonstration of these limits. So how does economics matter to the
policy process? In Thinking Like an Economist: How Economics Became the Language of U.S. Public Policy, Popp Berman
argues that while economists' policy advice may sometimes have an impact, the spread of an economic style of reasoning basic microeconomic ideas about efficiency, tradeoffs, incentives, choice and competition, spread through professional
schools and institutionalized through organizational and legal change - has had more fundamental effects. Although
economists had influence in a handful of policy domains by mid-century, between the 1960s and the 1980s the economic
style circulated and was stabilized in a range of new locations. Much of this change was driven by two intellectual
communities: a group of systems analysts who came from RAND with new answers to the question "How should
government make decisions?", and a network of industrial organization economists, centered first at Harvard and later
Chicago, who asked "How should government regulate markets?" These two communities helped spread economics to law
and public policy schools, established economic reasoning in a range of organizations in and around government, and in
some cases institutionalized legal requirements for use of the economic style. Built upon five years of research, the book
makes comparisons across a number of policy domains, including primary case studies of antipoverty, antitrust, and
environmental policy, as well as episodes from education, housing, labor, transportation, health, and communications
policy. Drawing on historical evidence from nine archives, more than a hundred previously collected oral histories, and
thousands of primary and secondary sources, it provides a new answer to the question of why U.S. politics took a lasting
rightward turn during the 1970s, and new ideas about what it might take to reverse that change - not the rejection of
economics, but an honest grappling with its political effects"-This report examines the links between inequality and other major global trends (or megatrends), with a focus on
technological change, climate change, urbanization and international migration. The analysis pays particular attention to
poverty and labour market trends, as they mediate the distributional impacts of the major trends selected. It also provides
policy recommendations to manage these megatrends in an equitable manner and considers the policy implications, so as
to reduce inequalities and support their implementation.
This year, the workshop examined the conceptual foundation of the workshop sessions by discussing the definition of equity
itself. What do we mean by equity, and how does equity differ from equality? Whereas equity is commonly associated
positively with impartiality and justice, economists understand equality as an idealistic and unattainable goal often linked to
socialism and communism. The terminological twins equity/equality, however, can be conceptualized in highly diverging
ways with different consequences for development strategy. The discussions throughout the workshop mirror the
controversial positions of international discourse on the topic. Through the varying dimensions of these terms, discussions
focused on the different responsibilities for political action such terms entail. For example, whereas equality in outcome
implies an egalitarian perspective, economic studies on inequality in outcome mostly take into account the results of
actions and conditions such as unequal incomes. Session I, on what is equity, and, what is the role for governments in the
promotion of equity, further discussed how does this role differ between developed and developing countries. Nonetheless,
it was suggested that before operationalizing and measuring inequity, the concept itself has to be clarified, and, further
arguments indicated that one future challenge for development policy is precisely to combine growth-promoting policies
with policies that assure that the poor can fully participate in the opportunities that growth offers. Session II, on equityenhancing social transformation and historical evidence from European and Transition Countries, focus on policies that
impact equity. Session III, on building efficient welfare states and lessons learnt, discussed the task of formulating policies
that foster both efficiency and equitable social welfare, while Session IV, on international inequalities and what can be done
to reduce them, focuses on the global level, contrary to Session III which concentrated on equity issues at the national level.
Finally, Session V, on what will greater integration mean for inequalities between and within the richer and poorer countries
of the New Europe, draws a very differentiated picture. Conclusions outlined key issues that need to be addressed, noting
the importance of carefully analyzing different redistributive instruments with respect to their effects on growth and
efficiency, and vice versa.
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